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Economic Utopia inventions have been tried from humanity's beginning to today with failure and success. I walked along Cottage Grove Avenue to look at the remains of the Pullman Sleeping Car Company near 111th Street in Chicago; part of what remains of the important Pullman Sleeping Car Company are boarded up buildings, beautiful red towers, nice windows, Hotel Florence, much writing, and a Pullman Historical Foundation and Pullman Historical Site. An Economic utopia invention was associated with conflict in the national strike in 1894, but the persistence of the first industrial planned community in the U.S.

Lake Forest and Desplaines also involved people like Frederick Law Olmstead trying to create planned cities with the communities persisting. "Riverside is arguably the first planned community in the United States, designed in 1869 by Calvert Vaux and Frederick Law Olmsted." (wikipedia.org article on Riverside, Illinois accessed 9/30/2013, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Riverside,_Illinois)

Jesus was involved in economic utopia invention too.

"Very significantly the last line of Isaiah read by Jesus says: "to proclaim the Lord's year of favour" (Lk 4,19; Is 61,2), and immediately afterwards, Jesus' message was a declaration that precisely "this text" was being fulfilled on that day. The expression of Isaiah 61,2 "year of the
Lord's favour" clearly refers to the prescriptions in the Book of Leviticus on the jubilee year (Lev 25,10-13)."From

THE JUBILEE YEAR IN THE GOSPEL OF LUKE


The eugenic movement associated with Northwestern Trustee Harry Olson, the Eugenics Record Office, John D. Rockefeller involved sterilizing and confining supposedly problematic people, and shows the horrors of economic utopia inventions. Since National Socialist doctors said they imitated Illinois' use of medication without consent on people at the Nuremberg Trials, Economic Utopia Inventions have a history of horrors as well as success.

Economic Utopia Inventions still are identified here, studied previously under other names by many like Thomas More's Utopia, and can be studied and understood in relation to those other named phenomenon like planned, garden, designed cities, industrial community, 5 year plans, planning, garden cities, cities in gardens, economic models.
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